CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF LEGISLATION SYSTEMATIZING AT MODERN STAGE OF LAW AND STATE DEVELOPMENT
© 2011 V. Morgunov

The article contains analysis of conceptual framework of legislation systematizing in modern practice and proves the necessity of modernization the means of statutory acts’ systematizing on public and local authority levels.

Keywords: legislation systematizing, information-oriented society, public authority, legislation systematizing systems.

QUESTIONS OF STATE REGULATION OF DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL SPHERE
© 2011 D. Kamilov

The article is devoted to the consideration of various issues of theory and practice of State regulation of economic activity. On the basis of foreign experience author reflected the main trends and mechanisms of State regulation in the context of post-industrial models of social development. Special attention is paid to issues of institutional framework and infrastructure for their implementation in practice of business.

Keywords: theory, practice and methods of State regulation; industry social sphere; State programs.

© 2011 E. Beglova

One of the most actual problems at the present stage of economic development of the Russian society is the solution of the problem of rupture of a vicious circle of poverty. In this connection it is necessary to create the national strategy of reduction of poverty and increasing of incomes of the population. The author defines the purposes, a number of problems within the limits of the Concept of overcoming of poverty in predicted prospect. Special attention is paid to the methodology of the embodiment of the Concept that strengthens the role of the state participation in the sphere of distribution and redistribution.

Keywords: quality of life, the concept of overcoming of poverty, the social and economic policy, state regulation.
MODERNIZATION PROCESSES WITHIN RUSSIAN LAW AND STATE
AND FORMING THE INFORMATION-ORIENTED SOCIETY
IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
© 2011 V. Morgunov, A. Schlin’kov

The article contains analysis of information-oriented society theoretical grounds through the prism of formational and civilizational theories. The article proves the necessity of detailed legislation in the sphere of information-oriented society statutory acts.

Keywords: information-oriented society, public authority, law and state modernization, legislation systematizing.

ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT AND LAW

ECONOMIC LAW AS THE INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
OF THE RUSSIAN LEGAL SCIENCE
© 2011 G. Ruchkina

Considered the most topical issues of law, business law, the ratio of the subject business and economic law; analysed examples of legal regulation of the socio-economic relations norms on business law.

Keywords: business law (subject and method), business and economic relations, business and economic activity, economic law.

REPRODUCTIVE RISK AND THE IMPERATIVES
OF REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
© 2011 M. Kerefov

Basic problems of regional reproduction in a context of a long-term tendency of differentiation of territories by results of economic activities are considered in the article. The great attention is given to a question of formation of new organizational-economic forms as the basic imperatives of strategy of regional development.

Keywords: regional economy, production of gross regional product strategy for regional development, small business.

BASIC APPROACHES TO ORGANIZATION OF WORK OF THE EXPERT COUNCIL
ON BUSINESS AND INVESTMENT IN THE CONSTITUENT ENTITIES
OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
© 2011 A. Rvachev

The article is devoted to describing the basic approaches to formation and organization of work of the regional expert tips for entrepreneurship and investment policies, which should become a consultative body of experts in the constituent entities of the Russian Federation. The author defines the purpose, objectives and the intended main directions of work of the Council. Detailed requirements and recommendations for filling in accordance with uniform standards of investment applications, to be composed of five main sections.

Keywords: regional expert Council for business and investment in the constituent entities of the Russian Federation; Unified standards of Investment applications.
CLUSTERIZATION AS A TOOL OF COMPETITIVENESS IMPROVEMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY OF OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY
© 2011 O. Andreev

The article deals with the questions of economics cluster structuring in the aspect of influence on the general economic policy of the state. The author determines that the policy counting on the cluster development leads to state competitiveness improvement. Clusters formation provides business with new possibilities, leads to the increase in stability of small-scale business development, to the rise in ecologic responsibility of enterprises, to the boundaries expansion of their initiative nature protection activities.

*Keywords:* cluster method, innovations, oil sector, cluster innovative structure, cluster policy conception.

IMPROVING THE SYSTEM OF STATE SUPPORT TO DOMESTIC PRODUCERS OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
© 2011 L. Lopastejskaya

Development of the pharmaceutical market in the countries of near and distant foreign countries takes place with the active participation of States in the period of formation and during its active phase of development. Each Government tries all possible ways to resolve the question of providing the population with affordable high-quality medicinal means. Development of pharmaceutical production significantly stretched in time and directly depends on the level of research activity in this sector, the degree of expertise, the capacity of the internal market, political and economic climate in the country, etc.

*Keywords:* pharmaceutical market, healthcare, medications, monitoring.

FACTORS OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THEIR IMPACT ON FOREIGN ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES IN THE REGION
© 2011 A. Kravchenko

Integration of the country into world economy as practical result should create conditions and provide its social and economic development - economic growth and increase of a standard of living of the population. As means of achievement of an object in view it is offered to use a certain set of factors, it is aggregated including assuming (industrial potential), basic (investment potential), stimulating (foreign trade activities), supporting (state regulation) and favoring (the general atmosphere in a society) factors.

*Keywords:* region, foreign trade activities, factors of economic growth, social and economic development.

STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE NORTHERN CAUCASUS
© 2011 A. Tatuev, M. Kerefov

The article is devoted to definition of strategic imperatives of regional development and searching for fundamental organizational and economic instruments of increase of security of fixed funds.

*Keywords:* regional economy, the main production funds, the strategy for regional development.

POSSIBLE FINANCIAL SUPPORT FRANCHISEES IN MARKET CONDITIONS
© 2011 M. Matusevich

In the article there is an analysis of potential ways of supporting the franchisees in the market conditions. Author gives his recommendation about the optimization of this process.

*Keywords:* the condition of market, franchayzi, optimization, financial expenses.
INVESTMENT RELATIONS IN THE SYSTEM OF ECONOMIC RELATIONS
(LEGAL ASPECTS)
© 2011 E. Terekhova
The article is devoted the legal analysis of investment relations in system of economic relations. Attempt to prove a place of the investment right in system of branch of the financial right is made. Elements of structure of investment relations are analysed.

Keywords: investment relations, investment law, financial law, economic law, elements of the structure of investment relations.

THE ROLE OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP: IN RISING ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY OF SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES AS THE INSTITUTION OF INNOVATIVE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
© 2011 K. Khlebnikov
The article reviews the role of public-private partnership (PPP) in the modernization of the Russian Federation economy via ensuring more effective functioning of special economic zones (SEZ).

Keywords: public-private partnership, modernization, special economic zones, investments, innovations.

FUNCTIONING OF THE INTERNAL INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPLY BUSINESS
© 2011 L. Zavyalova
One of actual and not enough the phenomena of market economy studied in the scientific literature are an internal infrastructure of the managing subject. In given article attempt of research of bases of functioning of an intrafirm infrastructure of industrial-enterprise activity is undertaken, features of stages of primary creation and the subsequent development of an internal infrastructure are considered, are investigated models of infrastructural maintenance.

Keywords: internal infrastructure, model of infrastructural maintenance, infrastructural elements, functioning of an internal infrastructure.

IMPROVEMENT OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRINCIPLES IN THE INTERACTION GROUPS OF STAKEHOLDERS
© 2011 V. Tikhonova
One of the most important problems of corporate governance is confrontation of managers, who pursue their own interests, shareholders, who have small share holding and other stakeholders. With the right managing of these groups of stakeholders interaction, the value of a company will growth and the main principles of corporate management in a field of this interaction are examining in this article.

Keywords: stakeholder, corporate governance, principles of corporate governance, corporate behavior code.

THE ECONOMIC NATURE OF INTERACTIONS ON HEALTH-EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IN HIGHER VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
© 2011 N. Toropova
Formation of health-educational environment based on a system of interactions, which contains an economic component. The economic content of the system is revealed through the interaction mechanism of interactions of subjects and factors affecting it, as well as a group of complex economic factors.

Keywords: economical aspects of healthsaving, social interaction, interactions in education, economical nature of interaction.
THE EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT OF FINANCIAL ENGINEERING IN FINANCIAL SCIENCE
© 2011 N. Barynkina
The present article considered the concept of engineering and offered author’s classification of engineering. Considered the concept of financial engineering of the scientific literature and entered its author’s concept. Presented directions, kinds and essence of financial engineering. Reflected value of Financial law fixing of financial engineering for financial relations.

Keywords: engineering; engineering classification; financial engineering; directions of financial engineering; kinds and essence of financial engineering.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORY OF A RISK MANAGEMENT IN SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
© 2011 T. Katkova
In article theoretical approaches to essence of risks, risk factors are considered. The analysis of functions carried out by risk is carried out. Scientific approaches to classification of the risks, allowed to offer their classification by various signs, applicable for social and economic systems are generalized and systematized.

Keywords: risk, risk factors, uncertainty, a risk management, social and economic system.

THE EVOLUTION AND INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE OF RUSSIA’S MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS MARKET
© 2011 A. Zhuk
The issue is the attempt to identify the stages of Russia’s mobile market development and to analyze its institutional environment at the present time. As the result we propose the way of its modernization.

Keywords: institutional environment, economic institutions, mobile communications market.

POTENTIAL ECONOMIC DAMAGE FROM MEDITERRANEAN FLIES IN REGIONS OF ITS POSSIBLE ACCLIMATIZATION IN RUSSIA
© 2011 S. Zinovieva
Mediterranean fruit fly is on the list of quarantine objects of the Russian Federation and represents a serious threat to fruit production in the territory of the republics, Rostov, Volgograd, Astrakhan region, Krasnodar and Stavropol krais. Analysis of the phytosanitary risk showed a real opportunity to acclimate pest control in those regions and causing them considerable economic damage.

Keywords: economic damage, Mediterranean fruit fly quarantine pests, economic potential, analysis of the phytosanitary risk malware inspection.

THE BASIC THEORY OF ECONOMY OF LIGHT INDUSTRY ENTERPRISES
© 2011 E. Pechatkina
In article the basic theories of business economics of light industry are allocated described a scope and consumption of production of light industry. The scheme of model of triplicity of the enterprises of light industry is defined.

Keywords: enterprise of light industry (PLP), three light industry enterprises.
LAWS OF REGULATION OF THE RISK OF LIQUIDITY IN RUSSIAN FEDERATION IN ACCORDANCE OF INTERNATIONAL-LEGAL STANDARDS
© 2011 T.E. Rozhdestvenskaya

In the article are analyzed the questions of legal regulation of risk of liquidity in the Russian Federation according of the Basel principles on banking supervision and, also the questions of supervision of quality management of risk of liquidity in the credit organizations. The author investigates substantive provisions of regulatory acts of Bank of Russia in this area in their system communication. Also the author analyzes the regulation novels in connection with documents “Basel III”.

Keywords: liquidity, risk of liquidity, Basel principles on banking supervision, the liquidity standart, Bank of Russia, the credit organizations, banking supervision, Basel III.

FINANCE, CREDIT AND FINANCIAL LAW

JUDICIARY PRACTICE AS THE ELEMENT OF THE MECHANISM OF LEGAL REGULATION OF FINANCIAL RELATIONS
© 2011 E. Parakhin

In article the notion and contents of the judiciary practice are defined as elements of the mechanism of legal regulation of financial relations. The author believes that the judiciary practice has regulatory properties, because it influences financial legal relationships by means of the judicial positions, which in situations not provided by the law have signs of norms of the right.

Keywords: financial law, financial relations, mechanism of legal regulation of financial relations, judiciary practice.

THE RIGHTS IN THE FINANCIAL LEGAL RELATIONS
© 2011 O. Safronov

In the article the issue is researched about of using of concept “the rights” in the financial legal relations.

Keywords: rights, competence, financial legal relations.

THE ECONOMIC ESSENCE OF EXTRABUDGETARY FUNDS AND FACTORS INFLUENCING THEIR FORMATION
© 2011 M. Abramova

The article is devoted to off-budget funds problems, mainly its economic essence. The author suggests entering at legislative level such concepts as social protection and social security for the purpose of effective regulation of social and economic relations. Off-budget funds formation factors are systematized. Interdependence of such indicators as a salary of workers, tax loading of the organizations and a demography is revealed.

Keywords: social protection, extrabudgetary funds, factors of formation of extrabudgetary funds.

MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL STABILITY ENTERPRISES
© 2011 M. Shteikina

In article carrying out scientific research of management financial stability, on the basis of strategy and tactical financial management in dependence a type financial policy.

Keywords: financial management, financial viability, strategic management, risk, yield.
ACCOUNTING, TAXATION, STATISTICS. TAX LAW

THE MAINTENANCE AND METHODS OF TAX REGULATION OF ACTIVITY OF THE ORGANIZATIONS
© 2011 N. Zaripova

In article the concept of tax regulation, its necessity, the importance and scopes of system of state regulation of economy is considered. Kinds of tax regulation, the purpose, a problem and objects of regulation reveal. The great attention in article is taken away to methods of tax regulation of activity of the organizations.

Keywords: a tax policy, tax regulation, methods of tax regulation, tax elements, tax privileges, tax responsibility.

END-TO-END METHODOLOGY OF ANALYTICAL CONTROL OF PRODUCTION PROCESSES
© 2011 T. Shimohanskaya

Discusses the methodological and organizational basis of end-to-end monitoring of business processes management and production. Recommendations on the Organization of work of internal control in enterprises through meat-processing industry.

Keywords: end-to-end control, manufacturing, business process, organization of controls.

MODEL AUDIT EFFICIENCY
© 2011 S. Pershin

On the basis of an analysis of the theoretical and methodological bases of audit defined entity audit effectiveness and proposed a conceptual model of performance audits.

Keywords: model, efficiency audit, purpose, technique, method.

THE PROBLEM OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND JURISDICTIONAL TAX BODIES
© 2011 M. Lapina, L. Vedernikov

The article deals with the main problems of the tax authorities administrative jurisdiction. According to the authors the most important issue of developing the institution of administrative jurisdiction and administrative - jurisdictional tax authorities activities is to choose the course of administrative - procedure development. The prospects of regulatory and tax authorities administrative - jurisdictional activities in the Russian administrative law and process are offered to be discussed.

Keywords: tax authorities, administrative and юридикционная activities, administrative jurisdiction.
WORLD ECONOMY AND INTERNATIONAL LAW

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IN THE CONTEXT OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
© 2011 E. Savin

The paper deals with Corporate Social Responsibility of MNCs, briefly describes the history and background of its origin and its relation to the global concept of sustainable development in today’s global economy. The author reveals the main lines of the concept of sustainable development at the supranational level, and analyzes the successful experience of implementing the concept at a corporate level of a Russian company.

Keywords: corporate social responsibility, sustainable development, socially responsible business, transnational corporations, the fuel and energy complex, RAO UES of Russia.

ECONOMIC AND LEGAL SECURITY. LEGAL PROCESS

INTERACTION OF PROCEDURAL NORMS OF FEDERAL AND REGIONAL LEGISLATION LEVELS
© 2011 I. Astafiev

In article author considers questions of interaction and interference of procedural norms of constitutional law both in federal and regional levels. He describes that relations between them are multi-aspect. Author also mentions that there are some contradictions between them and it rises the necessity of its elimination.

Keywords: constitutional law, procedural norms, legislation in federal level, legislation in regional level.